BIG SCREEN EXPERIENCE

IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCES
UltraAVX delivers the most
powerful picture quality
with stunningly crisp, lifelike
detail and audio. With
comfortable reserved seats
with extended leg room, this
is a premium environment
ideal for delivering largerthan-life storylines and
stunning visuals.

CHOOSE
YOUR OWN
MOVIEGOING
ADVENTURE!

With AVX, IMAX, D-BOX and ScreenX,
Cineplex has the alphabet of immersive
big-screen experiences covered from A to Z.
And with the rise of these elevated
experiences for moviegoers comes the
opportunity for advertisers to engage and
connect with our audiences like never before.
Here’s a guide to help you understand
each format*
*EXPERIENCES AVAILABLE AT SELECT LOCATIONS,
PLEASE SEE WWW.CINEPLEX.COM FOR AVAILABILITY.
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If you want an experience
that draws you right
into every scene, IMAX
is the ultimate choice
offering an outstanding
audio experience and a
larger curved screen with
expanded aspect ratio
for select films.
It doesn’t get more
immersive than the new
and exciting ScreenX,
which offers a 270-degree
wraparound screen. By
creatively using three sides
of the theatre, advertisers
can create new and amazing
brand experiences that truly
stand out with guests.

GET IN THE ACTION
D-Box offers full-motion seats that
move in sync with the on-screen
adventure and are reservable for
a guaranteed unbeatable view of
the on-screen action.

4DX is a one-of-a-kind multisensory 3D viewing experience
with full-motion seating and
environmental effects like wind,
rain, mist, snow, scents, lightning
and more. All the action and
in-seat effects are timed with
the big screen for a seamless
adventure.

DIGITAL SIGNAGE CINEMA LOBBY

LIGHT UP OUR LOBBIES
Larger than life
and located in the
highest-traffic areas,
big, bold digital
signage dominates
our theatre lobbies.
When our screens
change colour, the
entire lobby changes
colour. They’re
hard to miss!

Guests Love
Our Lobbies

ACTIVITIES IN CINEMA LOBBY

On average, moviegoers spend
enough time to see two full
Lobby Show loops and up to
six repetitions of the
Digital Poster loop!

CONCESSIONS

BUYING OR PICKING
UP TICKETS

81%

58%

AVERAGE TIME SPENT
IN LOBBY (MINUTES)

12

BEFORE
MOVIE

4

AFTER
MOVIE

ABLE TO RECALL DIGITAL
SIGNAGE OR SCREEN

50%

Source: Cinema Show-Time Ad Impact Study, English Canada, 2018-2019, n=36,469
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DIGITAL SIGNAGE CINEMA LOBBY

Interactive Media Zone

Digital Lobby Show
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DIGITAL POSTERS

Our 84” Digital Posters are dynamic
screens that display full-motion ads in
bright, impactful HD quality. The fiveminute loop keeps the content fresh
and timely, ensuring as many eyes
as possible see your ad, whether it
runs from coast to coast or in a local
execution.

Booked on a daily basis
Creative due date:
7 days prior to
campaign start date

140

THEATRES

Digital Posters

DIGITAL LOBBY
SCREENS

Our network of in-lobby digital
signage surrounds guests with
movie content and ads running
in a 10-minute loop on screens
placed at all angles throughout
the lobby to ensure maximum
visibility.

Digital Lobby Screens
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